
ENGLISH II 3RD TRIMESTER AFTRENOON SHIFT 
 

Unit 9 Phones used to be much bigger.                                       Unit 10 They’ve made an amazing discovery. 

Unit 11 Buy one, get one free!                                                       Unit 12 Which planet is the biggest? 

 

 

GRAMMAR 

 

-Using “used to…” 

-Present perfect 

- Using for and since. 

-First conditional 

-Future progressive. 

-Tense review. 

  

READING 

 

-The things we used to 

do. 
-Turned to stone. 

-Cause marketing. 

-Exoplanet.   

SPEAKING 
 

-Guess who wrote it  

-Hold a news conference  

-Create a TV commercial  

-Make a group decision 

Pron. reductions: has & 

have, used to, pausing in 

if clauses, linking of /w/ 

and /y/ sounds. 

REFERENCE 
Time Zones 3 Students book 

pages…  

 

Unit 9: 102 – 113  

Unit 10: 114 – 125  

Unit 11: 126 – 137  

Unit 12: 138 – 149  

 

  

 
Unit 9 

Things: phones, smart phones, gadgets, graphics, 

video game, flash drive, SD card, blog, device; 

actions: write letters, send texts, send emails, call, 

use social media, chat online, chat online, video 

chat, download, delete, save, back up, replace, 

store, disappear; descriptions: digital, friendlier, 

faster, cheaper, expensive, useful, quick, easy, 

enormous, forever, other words: available; reasons 

for preferences: more private, cheaper, 

convenient, ore features; feelings: disconnected,  

irritated, annoyed, lost, frustrated, restless, content, 

peaceful, focused, relieved. 

Idiom: “happens overnight” 

Unit 10 

Discoveries: skeleton, fossil, remains, dinosaur, bones, 

research, researcher, aurora, solar, wind, solar flare, magnetic 

field, astronomer, discovery; jobs related to discoveries: 

paleontologist (palaeontologist), archaeologist, biologist, 

psychologist, geologist; verbs: preserve, reach, destroy, 

identify, come across, display; other words: quality, original, 

secret; foot print, reptile, prehistoric, herbivore, carnivore,  

extinct, hidden, gigantic, frightful; about discoveries: 

breakthrough, cure, mummy, remains, pharaoh, species, 

research article. 

Idiom: (someone is a…) Dinosaur. 

Unit 11  

Products: shampoo, mouthwash, deodorant, 

vitamins, toothpaste; advertising language: regret, 

discount, only, free, sample, product, straighter, 

advertisement, (ad), advertising, shiny, offer, deal, 

shipping, and handing charges; other useful 

vocabulary: razor, cotton, swab, lip balm, body 

wash, shaving cream; advertising language: just , 

tooth, decay, manageable, bargain, limited,  

limited supplies; types of advertising: radio, TV, 

newspaper,  magazine, internet, digital, signage, 

email, marketing, social network, advertising. 

Idiom: “It costs and arm and a leg”  

Unit 12  

Space & inventions: space travel, astronaut, moon, 

atmosphere, launch, solar system, planet, Milky Way, sun, 

rings, galaxy, crater, a planet’s surface, spacecraft, 

telescope, star; other useful vocabulary: space station, crew, 

rocket, land, comet, cosmic, explosion, robots, spacecraft, 

crater, a planet’s surface, binoculars, take off, stargazing, 

shooting star, satellite. 

Idiom: Space out. 

WRITIING:                   

-Blog post.  

-News story. 

-Marketing campaign. 

-Paragraph.  

LISTENING 

-Creating the internet.  

-Lines in the sand. Flyers book 

-Gravity stones. 

-The red planet.  

 


